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Differential Outcomes

Abstract

Seven recent studies comparing the differential effects of early childhood

prcgrams on-childreu'r. develo-pment have been critically reviewed. A few

differential effects emerged, particularly in the areas of academic skills.

It was suggested that future research attempt to establish relatirnshIps,

between .process variables and child outcomes.
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,Different.tal Out:comes of Early Childhood Programs

In retrospect, the Summer of 1965 was a watershed in the field of early

childhood education. Profound changes occurred. Greater emphasis was plarpd

upon Intellectual and cognitive. development Certain early childhood programs

were foUpd to be instrumental to child deVelopment in these areas, particularly

with the children of the poor. At important question emerged: What types of

early childhood programs were 'most effective? .Proponents of the highly teacher-

directed, academica1ly-orient'2d programs Argued their programs were most effec-

.
Live in enhancing intelligence and school achievement, because Principles of

,leaming theory were systematically applied to teaching young children. Propon

-ents of discovery'and informal learning approaches submitted that their programs

were focused on the development of social skills, mastery, autonomy, and ,social

problem solving. These were.often de-emphasized by the academically-oriented

-programs. However, discovery learning proponents argued that these were areas

of pre-eminent importance to.the young child.

Since 196-5 a-new group of eanly educatora has emerged-who-argued- ,that

all Aspects of development were important: affectin, cognitive, and ,psycho-

-motor. The cognitive- Skills-that-such programs attempted to influence Were- .

.thinkng, organizational, and processing skills. These program developers

lOoke&mainly to Piagetian,theory as a basis for curriculum design. Teacher

behavid?, child behavior, and instructional setting4 in these cognitive-.

discovery, prograMs represented midpoints between the two extremes represented

by the academic and Lhe discovery programs. Several educators have discussed

-77-these--three-approachea.in substantially greater detail (Cowlea';'19-7-14--Evans,

1975;:Stevens and King, 1976).,
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In the decade. since 1965, seven major studies :have been conducted in an

attempt to answer a fundamental question.: 'What are the differential effects.

of critical aspects of early childhood programs? As such programs continue

to expand in number this question becomes of ibcreasing_importance to the school

psychologist. In the research and consultation role, the psychologist is called

upon .to assist in selecting, designing, ..and evaluating programs for yOung

children. School psychologists need to be able to interpret relevant research

data In early education and child development and help to formulate the impor-

'tant questions to be answered through carefully designed educational research-

and evaluation. Research,. which has examined the dif.ferent'ial.impact of early

schooling can assist the psychologist in this role. As ope examines the

selected research reviewed here, clear direction emerges as to how future

xesearch-should be formulated and conducted.

Planned Variations in-Head Start-

Beginning in the Fall of 1969 and continuing for three successive years;,,,

'children in selected Head Start Centers across the country participated in

several diffeTent cUrriculuMapproaches. ThisHplanned variation was an attempt

to answer three questions: l) pc) different'types of early childhood programs

influence childrenAifferentially; 2) What-strategies .dre required to success-H

fully install a peogram model at Some distance from its development site

, staff.; 3) Do piugraml, upc _:Le cuustently with theoreLical expectations?

_Avariety_of models-were.-selected-fdr inclUsion -in-the-study. -Generally, these
,

were ones.most thoroughly d_eVelogedLand yet represenrariVe of dlvergent_views.

Academicallyoriented Ones included the Englemann-Becket Distar Programj_the

Bushell APPlied Behavior:Analysis .(ABA) medel, and the University of PiXtSbUrg

Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI). model. PrograMs- considered to be
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the cognitive-discovery group were Weikart's High Scope model, the Tucson

Early Edilcation Model (TEEM), the Nimnicht Responsive model, the Gordon'

Parent Edkicator model, and the Responsive Environment Corporation (REC) model.

Programs labeiledjs discovery were Bank Street and the Education,Development

Center (EDC) mocrel.

Results have-been discussed three sepaeate reports representing theF

three waves of children particip'ating in the study (BisSel, 1973; Smith., 1973;

Weisberg, 1974). Essentially no significant differences were found in the

firSt year. Howeyer, in the second and third years there were some differential

effects. Smith (1973) reported that the academically-oriented programs signit7

icantly enhanced young children's knowledge of shapee,and naming of numeralS

and letters. .No differences between programs emerged on.other specific tests

of- pre-science and pre-math toncepts or on glObal measures of preschool. achieve-

men.t.. Children inWeikart's High Scope model (a cognitive-diS.covery program)

were found to be performing at a higher level on the Stanford-Binet.

Data for the third year (Weisberg, 1973) did not corroboi4te -the superi-

ority of the High Scope model. No program differences were foUnd. However,

.children in the academically-oriented programs did significantly betteron

4

certain specific achievement subteses: mntchino rek ,t1L tctters,

readinb Jumer,L counting, ancf.matching equivalent sets. Again, h.global

preschool achievement test revealed no program differences.

There are significant threats to internal and external validity in the

_

Head Start Planned, Variation_ studY... Children or:classrooms-were not-randomly- '

assigned to treatments Within some limits, communities could select the model

q' used. HoweVer, each'of the Models did include rural and urban sites wiLh

-egiOnai'distribution.
*-

-Undeubtedly, , .systema tie.. differenceg'in the .ethnic/..
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cultural 'composition of the children assigned to Models existed. Likewise,

there may havebeen differences in the degree of implementation of.the various

Models. In the initial year Bissel (1973) indicated that more highly specified,

acadethically-oriented programs may have been more effectively installed than

the other approaches. Discovery programs which attempt to train teachers in the

same manner as they teach children.probably require a longer time period for

teachers to attain competency.

.

Planned Variations in Follow Through

,

Project Follow Through was begun in the Fall of 1968. Evaluation data

from early preschool intervention projects suggested that.special primary grade

programs may be needed if gains low incothe children made were to be maintained.

Programs selected'for.A.nclusion in the natienal study Were not only representa-

tive of a wide range of child development theories but also based on fundamental

redefinitions of the school as a social institution. Some twenty-two models

were included in'the initial round of programs. Stallings (1975) examined the

effect of seven of theseprogrems. Academically-oriented,progr7,11s were

the Englemann-Becken Distar program m

1i Scope li,odel ere the co&nitive-discovery

programs. EDC and Bank Street were the discovery programs which were included.

Systematic classroom observation was conducted to-identify critical

44

differences in teacher and child.behavior, instructional settings, and organiza-

tion_of equipment a d materials. Such differences_were_greater at f_irst than7

at third grade-. At first'grade, the principal group of Variables which distin-

,

guiShed models was'the degree of'structure. In some models, children_wOrked.

fairly independently and on a personalized basis with adults. These classrooms
_

Offered from othera in which teachers worked.with 41.1dren in small and large
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groups. Distar and ABA classrooms looked more like the latter group and the

Nimnicht'Responsive model and, EDC classrooms like the former. At third grade,

a similar group of variables differentiated various classrooms. Classrooms

in which there were arts and crafts materials and in which children worked

independently '64imnicht, Bank Street, and EDC) were distinguished, from-classrobms

in which teachers worked with small or large groups in academic subjects,

particularly mathematics. Second and third order sets of variables were found

tp distinguish the model classrooms hut are lesS succinctly-interPreted.

Differences in child behavior Were also.observed. Behaviors such as

independence, task persistence, cooperation, and questioning were examined and

discusEed as outcome measures. However, as certain Llassroom modela allow

children more opportunity to manifest such behaviors, s'.!ems more appropriate

.deal with these as-process variables. Observed differences were in line with.

.2-re more ind7-, (i.e. engaged in tasks
theoretical expectations.

withnut an ;-Hult) in :
a varie_ vities

were pro/ided, in which the children selected their own groups and activities,

and ih which adults provided individual- attention and made-friendly, supportive

comments. This was most eharacteristic of-EDC And. NiMnicht. Responsive model'

classrooms. In those classrooms in which textbOoks and workbooks were used and.
I

in which adults interacted with indlviduals rather. than with, grows, children_
,

.

were more persistent. TEEM and Bushell:ABA classrooms were highest on this-

dimension. Children in Bank Street,' High Scope, and EDC were observed to manifest--

mofe cooperative behavior, In classropMs in which- many different activities and

ffianipulatiyes were prpvided, adAdts interacted wlth one .(ir two children in.queS-

tioning and commenting abont their worki_and childrenehose their own_grOUOings,

Co:Op-Oration was Observed More frequently. Children àppeáred toHask More queStiona.
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in classrooms where adults responded to thote questions, made general conver-

sation with children and individual exchanges with a child were frequent. In

rimnicht, Bank Street, Bushell, Weikart, and EDC programs children questioned

more than children in other models. This suggests such programp may be more

supportive of an inquiry approach. Resnick (1972) found that teacher-child

interactions in open classrooms were characterized by numerous shovt-tetm trans-.

actions, some of which were nested withinJarger continuing units. Many of
0

these contacts were 0E1_1d-initiated.

Differential outcomes were also ft.und in chilexen's functioning in a

vlariety of tasks. Tn-geaeral, tappeared that those programs whichrspent more

time op reading and math instruction had children who performed better on

achievement tests in these areas. Whether thit academie' work was teacher-directed

or ch id-directed appeared to be less important than the amount of time sl.ent in

such act 'owever, children in academically-oriented programs performed

better tban children in informal classroom programs (c.g. EDC, Bank Street).

This may appear somewhat contradictory;. -but one must remeffiber that wbile ehildren

in open classrooms devote time tO academicg, they also work on science,. music,

art, and possibly movement exploration and creative dramatics. .Higher reading

scores were found in classrooms in which teachers gave information and asked

direct nuestions and in which children responded and the teacher provided feed-

hack about the accuracy of the respone. Reading scores were.higher in classrooms

where workbooks and programmed texts were used.

Math computation subtest scores were most highly correlated with variables

of the structured modelS andnegatively with those of the flexfible, open models.

.HoWeVer, there Were fewernegative correlations 17)e.tween:sccites cirLthe prOble01-7

,solving subtest and informal clatSroom
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manipulative materials and personalized instruction. This may indicate that

variables in informal classrooms.may be detrimental to performance on a computa-

- o
tion subtest but not to performance, on the problem-solying subtest.

The Raven's Colored Progressive' Matrices was administered to third.graders

to asSess perceptual problem-solving ability. Children in informal classrooms.

.performed'significantly better on this measure. Variables such as degree of.
1

chlld independence, child questioning, presence of variety of manipulatiVe

materials, high.levels of adult-child conversation about tasks, and expression's

of both positive and negative affect were all positively related to effective

probleh-solving skills. These types of instructional exchanges .appeared to

promote the development of probleaLsolving ability more than the direct question-.

child response-adult feedback exchanges that were positively related to reading

achievement and math achievement.

In classrooms where adults asked direct academic questions (Which probably

require the recall Of previously learned information), children performed less

well on problem solving. High frequency of reading and math and the use of

tests and workbooks were all negatively related to problem-solving ability.

White (1968) has suggested that in learning there is probably no positive trans-

fer '-ithout some negative transfer. It may be that an instructional process

which promotes the acquisition of certain types of skills May inhibit the acqui-

sition Of others. This is an arguhedt for designing future cfmparative research
_

in Ways that allow one to examine such relationships.

Effects .on affective-develepment wereHalse,examined.. No:significant

differences in self-concept.as measUred'by rhe Coopersmith

:childeen in varlous programs,

.-independence were more llkely

Childrer

were found among

riclascrooms which allowed for more
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However,.Children who selected.their own groups were independnE, often wol.ed

individually with teachers, anli had manipulative materials were less iikIy to

accept responsibility for failure. In teacher-directed.classrboms, the reverse

was true.
4:

Stallings also found that children in different podels manifested different

ratc2s of absence. Children in the more flexible prograM (cognitive7discovery

and discovery) were absent less. Absence rates were lower q.:rt clasSrooms in

which adUlts responded to children's questions, children asked:more questions,

children worked independently ofadults, there'Nas more smiling and laughing,

adults tended not to work in large groups, and the adult feedback for child

behavior (both positive and negative) wac low. This is an especially critical.

finding .when the relationship between time spent in instructional activities

and learning is carefully considered. Absent children's ftme islikely,not

spent in activities focused On program objectives; therefore, learriing-in those

target(.1d areas is more unlikely.

Stallings' 'study represents an advance in comparative.research. She

.carefully observed 'in 'classrooms and assessed the environment, child, and

teacher behavior and then related these process variables to child outcOmes.,

There are, however, limitation,.:: inherent in the study. Stallings has dbmmented

that perhaps the observation instruments were more sensitive to differences

between the academically-oriented models than to these between the More flexible,,.

open approaches. Baseline measures of the outcome variables Were not collected,

thoUgh Children in the study were "est7,d at_the beginnIngof-the7year on the-

--

Wide Range /Achievement.Test.. Scores of criterion measures were adjusted on the

basis of these enterihg WRAT scPreS. Another limitation of the study was the

inability torandkly assign Children to either treatment dr-cor6arison groUP,
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Constraints similar to Lhose in the Head Start Planned VariationF study were

pperative. On the posftive side, Stallings incorporated a variety ol7 outcome
.1*

measures: affective and cognitive, behavioral and psyctiometric.

The Sohr and. Soar Study of Fellow Through

In an earliEr study of Fellow Yhrough, Soar and Soar '(1972) found sinifi-

cant relationshipsbetween classroom processes and particular types.of pupil

. growth. They observed i. ven types of kindergarten ant first grade Follow

Through c',,:=.rooms represL.r -Ives of the iL 1 range of programs from

orierlted (13 to disCoNie::

cademically-
,

'
I.

)C). Children in each of these classrooms were asses-

sed on whichmeasurL.... dmpleconcrete and complex.-abstract :subjtINlatter..

Process variables in Zich of the-se classrogis differed aS documented by

obseryat on data. These process differences were distinguislied by two major

factorS". The first .was a free-chotce.veraus structured-learning-in-groupS

factor. Inclassroomss.in 'tili;,ch the fOrmer tYpe of iostrUetional setting pre-.

dominated, children worked collaeoratively, independently of direct7:Adu1t

volvement, using manipulative: with adults and children MbOngrfreely about,

the room. The Second factv was labeled te-scher-direeted activity versus pupf1-

select4d lctivity. In classrooms,uSing mostly teacher-directed activitip's
.r

teachers askedsRecifie, hignly focused questons to eliciE specitic responses
'

from pcipils arid provided .feedback. to Children about the correctnessor Incorrect-. ,

ness of their ,responses.

)

'
0 - '''=.

Subtests.of the Metropolitan Readjness Test, th: Deutsch-Early Chkgdpopd
f

, a

'Inventory, and the Preschool Inventory. were utiltze.:i to assess pupil groyth.

Subtests loading on the comp1ex,70Stract factor were word. Meaning, copYing,
, .

shape riames,.associative vocabulary, and conceptactivation.-sensery. Alphabet

kid humeral naming were t'he princi:pal subtestajoading on the ConCretsimple'
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The only classroom variable positivply re]aed to concrete-simple ,pupil

growth was Participation in highly sks. Abstract-complex

pupil growCh appeared to be Sapp( mber of variables:

informatio0 giving and re:-.eiving, bluau allswets, moderately'focused learning

tasks, Niel levels of teacher talk, pupil initiation, 4.1)10 teacher support in

task settiOgs (or firm control in highly differentiated activity settings).

High of 'teacher talk.was most supp ive of stract-complex growth but

invOlvemenr in,attivities reciniring complex thinking skills was not related to

this type of cognitive .p-owth at this age.

Soar and Soar concluded that there wen.: optimal levels of pupil-selected

activity versus teacher-directed activity and of pupil initiation vergus drill

which foster complex-abstract growth. Classrooms which include a balance of

- these acti"itty settings are most supportive of Complex-abstract growth. However,

there wereliositive linear relationships between teacher-directed Activity and

cOncrete-gimple learning and between drill and concrete-simple Such

cognitive grnWth 4.as 'fostered by these latter types of instroctional'activities.

I'liAlf!_r_Alld_71.2yer1s Planned Variations Study 4

In Cite Summer of 1968 Miller and Dyer (1975) 1.44J04.0d a study 'comparing

the effecrveness of four different preschool programs. The.Demonstration and

Research Center'for Early EdUcatioo (DARCEE) model and the Hereiter-Englemann

Distar mpJel were academically-oriented approaches Included. Morftessori repre.-

sented thc cognitive-discovery approach ac he Traditional nursery school

program rePresented the gliscovery approach.

Varl"ns Head Start classrooms in Louisville, lCentucky,,were randomly

assigneii t" one of the eXperimental groups or to,the control. grot1.0. Complete

random as9iRnment of cLissrooms to each treatment was not possible since only
e

13
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two qualified Montessori teachers could be recruited. There was, however, one

Distar, Traditional, and DARCEE classroom in each of the four schools. Demo-

graphic data indicated that groups wre no, ignif v different in age and

education of the parents, number o: relevant variaoles.

This design is appropriate and is feasible in many public school settings.

Children participated in the programs during the prekindergarten.year.

They Oen entered either a regular Kindergarten program or a Follow Through

kindergarten in which the Bushell Applied Behavior Analysis model was used.

Miller and Dyer followed the children until the end of second grade. The

ipresent discussion focuses on the data from the initial year-since the Orimary

interest-of this paper is in the short-term affects f participation in

different types of early childhoorlprograms.

Information about the degree to which'the programs conformed.to the

intended model. was.systematically collected. Consultants, expert in each

curriculum avproach, trained the teachers and assessed 'the degree to which their

Model was implemented as intended. Data indicated that all classrooMs conformed

to expectatiuns for that model.

Direct observaeion, was also used to describe teacher and child behavior,

classroom environment, and Instructional setting.- Data revealed that two types

of classroom structures were'operating. In one type of structure teachers

engaged in fast-paced instruction, learning activiftes were teacher-centered,

and a fow seable groups of children generally wOrkeCi on the same task. The

second .structure was child-centered and slower-paced. When children's activities

were considered, there were four distinct treatments distributed along a single

continuum. At one end of the continuum were those classrooms in which a high

level 'of verbal recitation and,a low level of role playing were found. By
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ordering the model programs along this continuum from thoSe of whicn this was

most charaCteristic to those for which it was least characteristic, the following

ranking was derived: Bereiter/Englemann, Montessori, DARCEE, and Traditional.

Montessori.was unlike the oth

of materials were presen

other programs by the hi6:

-ee in that both conversation and manipulation

.glemann was differentiated from the

group versus individual Performance; only

in this program was there more teacher contact with groups than with individuals.

Effects of the programs ,n the children were compared using measures of

bOth cognitive and motivational variables. In general, the findings do not,

reveal expected differences. .Miller and Dyer reported -.that children in the

academically-oriented programs (BE and DARCEE) performed significantly better

on the Stanford-Binet than children in 'the Traditional and Montessori programs.

However, the mean differences, though perhaps statistically significant,.were

I

small. No differences betWeen classrodms were found pn a global preschool

achievement measure, the Preschool Inventory
/

Performance among the groups on

the Arithmetic Test and The BaSic Concept Inentory was not significantly
0

different. .A similar finding was obtained from analysis of performance of

groups on the'Parellel Sentence Production Test'. However, on the latter three

e .

.
tests, groupjneans were consistently ordered from highest to lowest as follows:

BE; DARCEE, Montessori, Traditional.

A variety of measures was used to assess motivational variables. A

curicosity box task assessed children's exploratory behavior and accompanying

verbalization. In a replacement puzzle task, a measure of persiatence was

ybtained. The Dog qnd Bone test provided a measure of innovative behavior.or

inventiveness: Teacher ratings of classroom behavior (verbal-social participation,

aggression, timidity, independence,,and achievement motivation) were aIso collected.
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The'behavior racing scale on the Stanford-Binet provided a measure of child

response during test performance on problem solving, independence, and atten-

tional behavior.

Children in the DARCEE and the Montessori programs were found o be

db

superior in inventivene ",mther analysis of the classr 1 observational

data suggest -ograms were nlike ii ing children with

low amounts of negative feedback. In BE and Triluitional programs, in which

children were low on inventiveness, high amounts of negative and corrective

feedback- were,given. Within-group analysis indicated that the. BE teachers who

gave the loviest amount of negative, corrective feedback had Children whO scored

higher on inventiveness.; Such rela'tionships are'illustrative of the importance

of measuring actual treatment (proceF, .
riablea and,relating the'se to child

outcomes. DARCEE children were also rated, higher on scales of ambition and

verbal-social participation. The Traditional children were high in.curiosity

-,and verbal-social participation. ,liontessori children were high on inventiveness
9

and curioSity,

The Miller and Dyer stud-ty has SeVeral strengths. Classrooms were randomly

assigned to treatments within schools. Some Control of the quality of-treat-
,

ment implementation was possiLL through tatial staff trainang and limited

follow-up monitoring. ,A sizeable number of subjects (250) participated. The

design included a replication across schools and each treatment group included

more than one teacher; this encourages conf'idence that.observed outcomes were

due to the treatments rather than princiTally to school or'teacher variables:

Process variables were systematically measures. In some cases these were

related to child outcOmes. A vuriety of child functions were examined; but,

results of the study do not strongly support the, assertion that differential out-

comes are produced by participation in different programs.

416
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Karnes Curriculum CompariSon Study

In 1965, Merle Karnes initiated a study comparing the effectiveness of.

five preschool programs (Karnes, 1973). The Bereiter/Englemann (5E) and the

Karnes' Ameliorative programs constituted the academicagly-oriented_programs.

The BE program emphasized teacher-directed instruction in reading, language,

and arithmetic. The AmeliOrative 1)rogram Utilized teacherdirected activities

cience, and so .1-1dies objectives andfocused on language, math

was conducted in a game-like format. The Traditional andCommunity-Infegrated

approaChes rePresented mainstream nutsery education; social and emotional .

, ,

.

development of the Young child were central to these programs. In the Community-

,
Integrated program, low income subjects,in4he study were mixed with middle

-.-

income children. A MontesSori classroom was included and can be degignated a

0

.cognitive-discovery program,

The effects of the programs on the intellectual development, langauge

development', academic readiness, and perceptual-motor functioning were assessed.
a

: Children in the Ameliorative and-the'BE programa performed'significantly better

op.the Stanford-Binet than did children in the Community-Integrated or Montessori

. groups. However, mean scores of the-two former groOs were not significantay

higher than the mean of the Traditional.group.' The,deVelopers of the program

'maintained iontrol of the treatments in the Ameliorative; Bereiter/Englemann,

and Traditional treatments but not in the other two.

Children in the Ameliorative group performed significantly better than

the Community-Integrated group and the Montessori.group, but not differently

from the.BE and Traditional groups on tha vocal encOding,- auditory-vocal auto-

matic,* and auditory-vocal-association subtests of the Illinois Test of Psycho-

,

linguistic Abilities (ITPA). No Significant differences were found between the'

17
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BE and the Traditional children. Montessori 'children performed significantly.

poorer in language than did any of the other groups. Evans (1975) has Pointed

out that Montessori programs often appear to de-emphasize the development of

oral language abilities.

In perceptual-motor development, children in the Ameliorative group pee-

formed significantly better on the Frostig Test of Visual Perception Olan

children in the other four groups. 'The Ameliorative program emphasi Lhe

systematic development of perceptual motor skills. HOWever, it is somewhat

surprising that the Montessori children did not perform't a higher level given

ihe systematic emphas.is'inthe program on senSorY motorakill development, via

autotelic, selfrcorrecting learning materials.

In the secOnd mar of the prograM, all children.but the BE group entered

regular kindergarten. :life Ameliorative group attended a.one-hqUr'supplementary

session which emphasized feading andlmathematics readiness. Only,the BE. group .

continued to mantfest gaines in IQ; their meao scores were significantly higher

than those of the other rour groups, including the Amerliorative... Similarly,'

Only the BE'group .continued to manifest gaints in language development,. .Scores

.0f,the4tatl.i.orative, Traditional, and.MoiitessOrlIgroups tended ro converge.

Language training was not an instructional focus during the second year of-the
,

Ameliorative.program, but this'group was superior to the other four.groups on

reading readiness Skills. .This was .i.rue even .though the BE program also

emphasized the development o'f reading skills. Both the BE'and the Ameliorative-

groups performed significantly better on. the number of readiness sUbtest of

tile Metropolitan.

The Iarnes study demonstrated the phenOMenon of sp4ificity of effects"

that Bissel (1973) has discusSed; programsinfluence those areas of development

'18
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which match the prog'-, :...;ectives. While Karnes employed a fairly wide range

of measures (cognitive. latguage, readiness, and perceptual-motor development),

affective development was not systeinaLlcally assessed. Greater quality control

was probablymaintained in the Ameliorative, BE, and Traditional.programs Out-
,

side agencies administered the Montessori and Community-Integrated treatments.

The poor performance of children in these programs on some measures may ' ve

been due to poz,Jiblc differ(2nces in the quality of implementation.

No data were 'collected to describe child behavior, teacher behaVior)Or
.01

instructional settings in the classrooms4 It would have been most fortunate If,

in this very early study, such process data were ayailable to-relate Specific

ereatment variables: tO specific child outcomes. Modest numbers of children were'

included in the Ameliorative,,. BE, and Traditional groups - 30 subjects in each.

One class'of 15 children comprised each of the Montessori and 'Community-Integrated

groups. In this study,it is difficult to sort-out Variation due to teabher

1,differences..

ypsilantfCurriculum Comparison Project

Meikart (1.9(0) comparekthe impact of three different curriculum approaches

:on young children"s development: a teacher-directed, language',Zbased curriculUm;.

a Piagetian-based program; and a traditional, Unit-based approach. The'language-

based approach was the Bereiter/Englemann program', an academicajly-oriented One.

The Piagetian-based, Cognitively-Oriented Curriculdiu_was a cognitive.rdiscovery.: _

program. 'The Unit-based approach can be classified as a discovery program.

Children were randomly:assigned to each of the three treatment groups. -.41in each

of..two subsequent years A replication of.the original experiment was i:onducted..

Groups were compared on language and intellectual development.

t,

There were no significant differences among the groups, but all made

impressive (and statistically significant) gains On the Stahford-Biner.

19
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Similarly, differences between group posttest scores-on the Leiter International

Performance Scale and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test wererionsignificant.

Wpikart concluded that different gurticulum appro -hes, if all of a high quality,

have little differential impact. Variables that were critical fOr the analir

the prom-am v' '"!,?(-1 tea .'."r pupil

achievenit, careful supervision of teaching staff,.systematic curriculum plan-

ning and evaluation, and team teaching.

All treatments were monitored by the principalAnvestigator and his...staff:

gachreceived similar suppott*d technn'al asuistance. Small: numbers-of-Y

children were involved,in each replication, bU.t similar findings in each of the

,

`-':replications increase cOnfidence in the results, As no. measures7of affective
- , . P

or motivational variables were inLluded, some treatment effects may not have.

,

.

.

,';',, ,.

6,

beereassessed.
.

.

A Comprehensive Assessment of the Impact of Schooling 7

_
J

.

,'-
The effects of two different educational approaches was conducted by

, ,

,
_

14inuchin Biber, Shapiro, and Zimiles (1969). These invPctigators compared the'T---
,

?
,

schooling experiences and their effects on advantaged fourth graders. Children

.
/ , ,

.

.

in modern (discovery) classrooms were compared with children in traditiOnal .0

,.,

,

,

(academically-oriented) classrooms qv several variables: intelligence, achieve-

ment,ADroblem,solving, moral development-limaginative,thinking and self,-concept;.-: -

On 'achievement tests and a group intelligence test, children in the

academically-oriented classrooms scored significantly higher. However, no

significant differences were found on individual IQ'tests. No differences

between grOups were.found 'on Self-concept and individual problem-solving .

r' -

measures. ,z On a group problem-solving task, ehildrellin. the.discovery classrodas
..v;

exhibited sreater cooperation, usedoore well organd.ed strategies; and solved

2 0
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.the problem more frequently. Children in the discovery classrooms were more

likely to attribute negative as-well as pnsitive traits tc A.vos

were children in" acRdemte-, wever,

.es i self-aceepcance. Although no differences in amounts of imagina-

tive thinking were found, some theMatit differences did emerge. biscovery

children's responses appeared to, be.More- child-oriented 'while those in academic

classrooms were mor. adult-oriented.:

A major

were obtained

present Prior

limitation of the. Minuchin et al. study is that criterion measures

-

only once-. ,Differences in children's behavior may lave been

to exposure to a particular sehooling experience. The investiga-

tots reported some continuity betWeen'the.valUes and attitudes prevalent in the

home and those esponSed.,by the sc ool.

-A-strength of this particular investig&tion Was the attemptc_te_examine

theimpact of schooling on a very broad Set of variables: affective and cognitive.

No attempt iOs made, hOWever, to relate actUal classroom process variables to

child odtcome measures. Classroomswere_observed-and-teachers7wei-e Interviewed7-
,

Specifid values of these observed differences were not related to child outcome

a .3

the Stallings (1975) and Soar and Soar (197) investigations.as in

COnclusion

Yew clear-cut, firm answers to questions aboqt the outcomes of early

childhood programs eManate from this-revlew. In addition to the cOmplexity of

N.

the variable's thcmselves, failure Eo use common instruments, to assess similar

-variable

-

or to operationalize similar Variables in a standard fashion'have

.worked to'obs re relatioaships. lieverthelegs, there is structure and coherence

among the-data. rtain critical aspects of early childhood 'programs do appear

it differentially relat .young .children's development. Studies which apPear

21,
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.te such char,

, wide vatiety oL funcLions, and abili, . nave

been assessed: cognitive, social, self=oncept motivational,

and problem solving.

(b) Assessment inStrumentt, or tasks, have been,. highly focused ,and

specific rather than global (yielding composite scores-for diverse

subtests.or',sub-parts).

(c) A variety of strategies have been used to assess a particular

, function: child-structured tasks and adult-structured tasks,

'behavioral, an&psychometric instruments, and group and Individual

tasks.

(d): .Attempts have been made to goheyond the global descriptiOn'of the

program model as an independent variable to the:Point of identifYine

and measuring specific independent variableS within the prograM

model (i.e. process variables): teacher behavior, child behavior,

instructional setting, and classroomenvironMent.

(e) Relationships betWeen specific process Variables and child outcomes

have been, examined in,order to identify the critical treatment
_

v'ariahles.

These characteristics are tmportant consideratiohs.for future research..

The recent comparativestudies have incorporate& a.greater variety'of dependent.

/

Variables than earlier ones. In addition to eXamining im*t on reading and

mathematiC,klearning, however, other curriculum areas should be systematically

included: Music, art,. drama, movemept; science, and language arts. This is

espeCially,important given the Stallings', data., These:data corroborate a

prediction .gf. the Harnischfeger-wiley model (Hallinan Note 1): The amOuht of
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time spent u insttuttional activities in a particuleT curricular area relates

directly to an individua;i. s mastery of skilla in that area. Cognitive7discovery

and, especially, discovery programs include a wider variety of curriculum areas.

Outcomes An these areas should be assessed.

Mevsures Of specific functions-rather than.global functions may pyove

more eillghtening in future comparative research. Global preschool achieVement.

.
easures resulted in few differences,JAereas specific measures yielded several

differences (Soar and Soar, 1972; Smith, 1973; Weisberg,' 1974; Stallings, 1975;.

And Karnes, 1973).

The way a variable is assessed.may,elso be tritiCal, Minuchin et al..

Ides-Cribed him discovery tlassrooma children's lack of familiarity with:test

taking proCedures May have accounted for their attempting fewer items.
- ,

ences in scores nn

Differ,

schievethent tests may be due to differenCea in Children

ability to employ teak-appropriate asttentionaland social:tehaviorS1 rather than

'due to skill difference. Achievement tests probably shoUld not be the may

r measure of skill acquisition in a given area. These tests represent a limed'

,
sample of behavior and thus have liMited "ecological validity." Terformauce'

on the test may bear little relationship to reel life application of- that skill,

Strategies which assess the adroitnesS, ease, and degree to which the

child Uses written material lo ,acquire infOrMation isrdaily independent ProbleM

solving may have greater ecological validity than theechlevement teAt- scores.'

..what is the breadth and depth of the aubject matter that:the, Child independently.:

read's? 'When doea.he read? Is it solely in response to adult suggestion? Or is

reading one book followed by selection of study of:enother and does the child

_have a rationale for this? 'Hoy much information is 'garnered from books lying

aboUt the classroom that.ihe child reada:independently? DOes. he puChis infor3

.
A

o'
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mation to use? Dependent variables of interest, in-thiea4ereading skills,.

must be assessed in ways other than traditional ones:

A Critical dimension differentiating Children in aeade ic programs frod!

, \

those in other programs may'le whether.Che taskja structure by:the ehild or:,

by the adult. *Tests are typiCally adult-structured., Tasks,Mich.provide*

the chiid greater leeway in time and more opportunity to formiilateand work on

\

problems in his own way, provide an index of a skill different\ftom that pro-
A

Vided by the standardiZedachieVement,test. Fot eXample,.David14eikart has
\\

developed the Productive Language Assessment TaSks (PLAT). The:ii. asses.eoral

.,`1;;..

,and written representations, children conatrti4 of their conCreteekperienceS

dhildren aie first asked to make so6et6inglroM a set ofsunstructUred

;,

ymaterials and:areithen asked to write about how they Made it. Next,.:theY are:

asked to use another Set o unstructured materials'to generate7and write

story: Ssch-Writily period is preceeded by a work.period. The Written Samples

are.coded for descriptive:variables suCh-as fluency; syntax; organization, and

(Note

an index of the claritY of communication j's assigned.

Finally, future research must be characterized-by-the continUed careful

measurement of c,..asstoom 4f,Jcess variables . il ese-variables must,.,

, ,
;-----.

. -

related to child outcomes. Program cOmparisons Ootat vary sMaller
, -

.

independent variables may be4,morpaPptopriate,..than,comparisona Of
4

c.reparppro,aches, For example, in the SJ;llings:study (1975) and the 1111ler.

H-SO4 DYer study '(19751, negative-cOrrective feedbaCk by the.teacher aPPearedte

Oifferentially telat.e io specific skill-acqufsition.vdrsus problem7solviOg

behavior and,its components. Stallings found that adult cOrrective feedbatk',.

("that wrong,"'.qhgnot right") was positively correlated with achievement

\

test kore8: The use Of tokene was negatively related to:problem-solVing ability

24
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No direct relatienship was.reported between_adult corrective feedback and-Problem

solving. However, when children give their own cotrective feedback it was

found to be positively related to problem solving.

!M111er'and Der reported that the use of corrective feedback may have
a

1

be8h responsible for lower inventiveness scores: Flexible thinking and diVergent
1

production have beenidentified as components of problem-solving ability: The

findings of the Miller and Dyer and the Stallings studies provoke questions

concerning the'telationahip between amount of corrective feedback and.the deve-
,

lopment of specific;skiUa and problem-solving abilisies. High-amounts of

correctpre feedbackimay faCilitate Specific skill learning, but significantly

inhibit the development* prolem-solving skills. Seeking evidence concerning

:.thia relationship proVides an example of the type of.comparative research thaS

needs to be done.

Academieally-oriented: ptogrIns do enhance children's academie skills in

targeted areas, especially reading and mathematics. Data from Stallings (1975)-,

,r and Soar.(1972), and Minuchin,et al. (1969) support this cOncluSion.

A controversial,and recent study of Biitish children in traditibnal and informal

schOols has alsoaupported. this relationship(Bennett and Entweatle, 1976).:
,..

No consistent diffetences have been prodUced in psychomettic intelligence

_or in self7concept. Programa may differentiallY affect problem7polving

de,Pending upon how the variable is .defined. Curiosity, inventiveness, and
0

probablY'othe mOtivational variables are differentially affected. The relation-

ahip between participation in an academically-orientki pr,ogram andpetformance on

Specific achieVeAent tests appears to be a consistent-, firm'one. However, what

is needed are.additional investigations of the relationship betwe n program

Process Variables ardmeasures Of child ObtooMe.;
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